
“Helping You Reach Global Markets”



Ten Translation is a provider of professional language translation services to clients who would 
require our services for translation of web sites or documents.

This includes linguistic services based on the area of interest to our clients and we look to is to 
provide them with a personal and at the same time a comprehensive and customized language 
solution.

We have a team of experienced translators who would be able to provide you with 
personalized translations taking into account the type of text and mood in text.

Our long-term objective is to be able to provide these services, through both a web-based 
Software and also using our own proprietary technology (expected release date 2015):

Advantages of our services:

Shorter turnaround times on your projects.

Direct communication between your team and our translators and project managers. 

Dedicated team for each of your languages and document types, providing a consistent and homogenous result.

24/7 access to your projects and our team.



Work Methodology

Our translators are picked in such a way that we make sure they are native in the respective target
language that they are translating and all translators are also from varied backgrounds ranging from
finance to marketing so as to be able to work on multi-market translation projects with better
understanding.

Each client is provided with a dedicated team of translators based on their requirement and we select
translators with the expertise that best suit the required market sector. To prove the credentials of the
selected translators we provide a free test for the selected text that can be evaluated by you before the
real project is started.

We always take pride in building a constructive and close relationship with our clients from the
beginning and we strive to create guides for different kinds of markets and this allows us to ensure that
the terminologies and glossaries we use are tailor made for the market of your choice and which
ultimately provides a homogenous service best suited for you.

Committed to quality

As you are aware translation is an extremely complicated process and ambiguity is 
part of the process. 

We have been simplifying translation processes and along the way also taking 
advantage of new technologies wherever required that:

Allows translators, proof-readers, project managers and clients to view, share and manage their projects in real-time.

Increase efforts applied to quality control;

Offer a exhaustive listing of translator preference, expertise and styles

Intimately provide a shorter turnaround of data.



Native translators in available in 10 languages

Arabic, Bulgarian, traditional and simplified
Chinese, Czech, Danish, English, Dutch, Finnish,
Flemish, French

Regional and cultural identities

We always understand that there will be a local cultural
and regulatory differences between the translator and
the text, but we strive to close this gap to the best
possible way.



To make make businesses speak a common
language

To empower our client through resources, education &
training will help them to have a rapid business
development



High Quality Translations

Accurately & Complete Translation

Multiple Quality Checks

Review To ensure that the Client’s Original 
Instructions Have Been Carried Out
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